
Please ensure you have booked your next top up within 4—8 weeks of the first         

treatment, this is included in the treatment cost. If the top up isn't carried out 

within this time there will be an additional charge of £60. 

Your procedure may need additional tops up to ensure perfect                       

pigmentation (some skin types, medications & general healing of some          

Clients), I will happily carry out one free of charge to perfect your brows 

(maximum 30 minutes work). It is your responsibility to book this                     

appointment. If any further top ups are required it is an additional cost of £40. 

These appointments must be undertaken no more than 8 weeks after the last    

treatment or the  colour boost charges below will apply.  

Each individual’s colour retention within the skin will vary, colour boost top 

ups maintain the Microblading at the following costs: 

Within 6 months £60 

Within 6 months to 1 year £100 

Within 1 year to 18 months  £150 

After 18 months full treatment cost (£250) 

 



 

 Pat the brows gently with a damp cotton pad, do this every morning and 

night (before you reapply the healing balm), being careful not to remove 

any scabs/ dryness when they start appearing 

 Apply a light layer of the healing balm to the brows with clean hands or a 

cotton bud , do this morning and night (do not over apply) 

 Do not get the brows wet, if they do get wet pat dry very  gently with a 

clean  towel or tissue. Use healing balm prior to showering to protect the 

brows, cover with film if necessary 

 Ensure hair and fringes are not touching the brow area 

 Do not use any creams, scrubs , make up, removers or products on the 

brows, they can be used on the rest of the face but avoiding the brow  

area 

 Do not expose the area  to extreme heat or cold (sunbeds, saunas, 

steams, sunbathing) and avoid excessively sweaty gym sessions 

 Do not touch, pick, scratch or rub the brows 

 To avoid pigment fading avoid excessive exposure to the sun or UV rays 

and use an SPF30 

 You should not give blood for 6 months following the procedure 

 If you are planning an MRI scan, chemical peel or any other similar          

procedures please inform your practitioner or Doctor that you have had 

semi permanent  cosmetics 

 Botox and collagen can alter the shape of eyebrows so consider this for 

future treatments. Please complete the two microblading sessions fully  

and allow the brows to heal before having these treatments. 

 To ensure your brows last do not use fake tan, AHA or Glycolic Acid on the 

brows  as the skins 

 

 The brows will be slightly red after the procedure and the colour will appear 

40%-50% darker and crisper.  

 

 This will begin to fade over 7-10 days, as the brows heal you will experience 

some scabbing, flaking, dryness, and itching as the healing process takes 

place. 

 

 Do not pick at the scabs and this may damage the skin and the outcome of 

the  treatment. 

 

 The brows will lighten up in colour as they heal,  the true colour will not 

come through  until up to 4 weeks after the initial treatment.  

 

 You may notice the pigment may seem to have disappeared , look very light 

or  patchy and have an opaque milky appearance about 2 weeks after the 

procedure, this is known as the milk skin and is very common in tattooing, 

this tissue is still healing from the inside so the pigment is obscured by the 

continuing healing  process. 

 

  The top up cannot be undertaken before 4 weeks, most importantly this is 

to prevent scar damage as the tissue requires time to heal. The top up must 

be completed within 6-8 weeks for optimum results as everyone heals    

differently and the outcome will vary, certain areas may not pick up the     

colour as the body naturally rejects it as a foreign object. At the top up we 

can adjust the pigment colour, (oily skins often require a deeper shade      

during the touch up as the oils tend to lighten the pigment). Most                  

Importantly your touch up is when we refine your brows to ensure they look 

perfect! 

 


